H㌱ࡍ㓮ভ ѣශ䠃ශ
Mid to High Capacity Paper Roll Clamps

ḽӝ䘸⭞ᙝᒵ⌑θᴪᴿཐ〃ਥ䘿䞃㖤ב䘿Ⱦ
Versitility comes standard. The rest is optional.
уੂⲺ㟸Ƚᶵ䞃㖤䘸ਾ〃уੂⲺᐛ߫φ
Different Arm Configuration For Multiple Applications:

ж։ᕅ䮵㟸њ⡽ᕅᶵ
Solid Long Arm-2 Pads

ж։ᕅ䮵㟸п⡽ᕅᶵ
Solid Long Arm-3 Pads

ж։ᕅ䮵㟸⡽ᕅᶵ
Solid Long Arm-4 Pads

࠼⿱ᕅ䮵㟸п⡽ᕅᶵ
Solid Long Arm-3 Pads

ˏ˓݂ᒥՎҮͺ̾ጭԃ
ᎅᆠ૮ǌ
The two arm sections move
simultaneously to prevent catching
on the roll edges.

Ջ̅ୂᤁХథᣏॱܷ࠴ࢿऩ
ᄉጭԃǌ
Helps accommodate rolls of slightly
different mill tolerance.

ଡᰳ˿বᑞྱड़ὋࣲՋ̅ୂ
ᤁХథᣏॱܷ࠴ࢿऩᄉጭԃǌ
Improves specifications and helps
accommodate rolls of slightly different
mill tolerance.

ˏ˓᫁ᒥѫधҮͺὋԺՎௐ
࿗በǋ߶К˓ˏ݂ڠᄯफ़
ʿՎᄉጭԃȾ
The two long arm sections move
independently to securely handle
two rolls at the same time.

уੂ㊱ශⲺ㓮ভ䘸ᓊуੂⲺ㓮ভᩢ䘆䴶≸
Different Clamp Types For Different Roll Requirements
രᇐṼᷬരᇐ⸣㟸ᕅ
Fixed Frame-Fixed Short Arm
ᡓᘘᄉ्݂ܰὋԺୂᤁణܷଋᤂὈᄯ
फ़ᄉጭԃǌԺࠃဗ360°ᤋ፝ᣀǌХథˏጷ
Ԍҩᑞǌ
Provides an extremely thin arm profile at or near the
maximum roll diameter. Continuous 360° rotation.
Double hydraulic function.

ਥ䘿Ԭф䱺Ԭ
Options and Accessories

രᇐṼᷬਥ䈹⸣㟸ᕅ
Fixed Frame-Positioned Short Arm
γ႐˿ᡓᘘᄉ݂ᒥ्ࣲܰԺࠃဗᆀᒥុᓫὋ
षᒥᔴډఝܷὋԺୂᤁᄯफ़ఝ࠴ᄉጭԃǌ
Ժࠃဗ360°ᤋ፝ᣀǌХథˏጷԌҩᑞǌ
Can be adjusted to maintain a thin arm profile over a
wide range of diameters, also capable of handling
small butt rolls. Continuous 360° rotation.Double
hydraulic function.

᩼ࣞṼᷬਥ䈹⸣㟸ᕅ
Swing Frame-Positioned Short Arm
ΞՓୋҮҩᑞΦ̅ࠪ᠍ྫྷᤈᛠͮᎵុஞὋͺ
˝࣡ୱͺᄉʶᦉѫὋࠪڙጭԃᤈᛠጊࠚ۶
உͺˉௐᑞܴణܷᬌऎࡘڠဗ༦าব֖ঋ
ᤳኍྱཁǌԺࠃဗ360°ᤋ፝ᣀǌХథʻጷ
Ԍҩᑞǌ
Lateral swing function for easy load positioning and
maixmum flexibility and speed where breakout and tight
stacking are a regular part of the job. Continuous 360°
rotation. Triple hydraulic function.

360°ᰁ䖢
360° Rotation
Кழͮ360°ᣀὋԺΦڠපࣰୂᤁᛪ᭦ʿ
ࣰᄉጭԃὋ˶Ժʹ͉ڙৰхʽᄉࠪጭԃᤈᛠ
ࠪ˖ǌ
Rotates a complete 360° allowing for easy bilge
handling on uneven surfaces, as well as correct
alignment with rolls in any situation.

⏨ুᕅ㍝࣑㻻㖤HFC
HFCTM-Hydraulic Force Control
HFC௦ʶሗਕः᠍ྫྷ᧗᧙ǋ
Ԅ㙂∊ׁ䘑㺂㍝࣑䈹ᇐⲺ
⏨ুᕅ㍝࣑㠠ࣞⲺ㻻㖤Ⱦ
Automatic clamp force system that
change the clamp force proportional to
load weight by continuously sensing
how much hydraulic pressure is
necessary to lift the load.

㓮ভθ∅ж⅗䜳㜳ᇂ㗄൦ᩢ䘆Ⱦ

Deliver a perfect roll every time.

㠠䘸ᓊ㍝࣑㻻㖤AFC
AFCTM-Adaptive Force Control
AFC௦ʶሗႂᑧଌ҃ጆፑଌ
݂҃ጊҦܷ࠴Ὃൢ݂ጊҦܷ
࠴Ꮺᤴጭԃ૮ڭǌ
ڎᇧ˝AFC௬ᇧ٧Ὀ
Computer-controlled system that
prevents the driver from overclamping
a load by controlling the clamp force.
(AFC Digital Display shown).

24H㓮ভ
ᢵ䖳㜳࣑ᴶཝਥ䗴2400kg
24H CARTON CLAMP
Capacities up to 2400kg

30H-33H㓮ভ
ᢵ䖳㜳࣑ᴶཝਥ䗴3300kg
30H-33H CARTON CLAMP
Capacities up to 3300kg

180°ᰁ䖢↘ࣞ㻻㖤ᡌERC-⭫
ᆆᕅᰁ䖢䀈ᓜ㻻㖤
180° Stop or ERC-Electronic
Rotational Control
Ժڙᣀᒯ180°ௐൢҮὋᒬҮុ
ஞ݂ˀጭԃՎᣈࠪᴎὋ˶Ժ
ុஞጭԃˀڠ᭦ࣰᴎǌ
Provides 180° stops during rotation,
automatically aligning pad to roll and
the roll to ground.

গᯥগ⢯δড়䰞ε䖜ኔޭᴿ䲆ޢਮ
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38H-42H-46H㓮ভ
ᢵ䖳㜳࣑ᴶཝਥ䗴4600kg
38H-42H-46H CARTON CLAMP
Capacities up to 4600kg
߽ழॱζՁ ܸூᓌआ

গᯥগ⢯ⲺՎࣵ
Cascade Strong

儎㋴ᇼ䜞Ԭφ儎ᕰᓜ䇴䇗ᑜᶛউ䏀Ⲻਥ㔪ᣚᙝ
Highly Sophisticated Components: Rugged Design...Outstanding Serviceability

థᄉ24H-46Hᄉጭԃ݂ᦏ᧓ၸ̾ʽˉЮ࿗ࠑึጲۋᩑ͇ὋፆՋᰳुऎᨁౝᤴᒬ᧗ᣏǋፆౝुऎణܷӐǋፂˣᏬၸ
ᄉፆౝǌ
All 24H-46H Paper Roll Clamps use the following industry-exclusive contoured castings, integrated with high strength steel plate members to
reduce weight and maximize strength, providing the most durable structure possible.
ᤋଋ
Tie Bar

᧗ᣑۋጭԃ݂ᄉፑ
ʶፆౝὋଡӣୂᤁ
ቋۋጭԃᄉᏬၸবǌ
Heavy-duty unified
structure, for increased
durability when handling
one narrow roll.

ᩉଋཁᩑ͇
Pivot Casting

Ժ߿्҃ܰᄉᩉଋ
ཁԩᄉԌҦణ࠴
Ӑǌ
Pivot joint stress
minimized with custom
shape.

า߿ڌి܊ቪ
Cylinder Rod Anchor

ᰳुऎᩑ͇Ὃᒬ᧗
ఝᣏὋఝᏬၸǌ
High strength casting
is lightweight and
durable.

݂࠸ቪ
Pad Tip

Ժࠃဗጊࠚ۶உጭ
ԃࣲђ࠵ጭԃᖿὋ
বᑞఝԺ᭤ǌ
Permits close stacking
and provides durability
while easing roll
breakout.

݂ᐎଋిˀᩘᣈ
Pad Link and Pin

݂࠸ቪԺΦڠ
Йጊࠚᄉጭԃ۶
ۏᎊᬨ˖ଃጭԃǌ
Facilities tip loading
during breakout of
tightly stacked rolls.

ᡓᘘᄉ݂ᒥ्ܰ
Narrow Arm Profile

ᰳึ᧙ٿᣀᦠෳ
High-Flow
ӬՓˀណԯ
Revolving Connection Check Valve and Test Port

ᰳᤳᴐᣂ
High Speed Pinion

ᰳኍጞࠚړ
High Grade Seals

ԺνܬᄉᏬᇛڰ
Rebuildable Wear Tile

݂Ꮼᇛڰ
Pad Guard

࿗ྱᄉὋγએ
݂̾ᇛ૮ǌ
Unique design protects
the pad from wear.

┇⏜ރ䬦⧥㢸
Lube-Free Pivot Pins

360°ᰁ䖢
360° Rotation

ᒩ┇Ⲻ㟸ૂᶵ䖤ᔉ
Sleek Arm and Pad Profile

ሶ߿বݝὋၸ᫁Ὃ
ᥗБෳ౿ጭԃǌ
Provide stability, longer life and
eliminates grease on the paper
rolls.

ԺᣏౚࠃڠဗԤՓୂᤁᛪ᭦ʿࣰᄉጭ
ԃǌథ180°ᣀൢҮᜈᎵԺΘᤤસǌ
In both directions for ease of handling on
uneven surfaces. Optional 180° stop group
and gentle stop at endpoint is available.

Ժᣏౚڠଃ֖۶உጊࠚ
ᄉጭԃ۶ۏǌ
Permits easy roll breakout and close
stacking.

ၸ̅ቋࣅ᥊ͺˉ
֖Йጭԃ˧ᫍᄉ
ጊࠚᎊᬨ˖ǌ
For narrow aisles and
knifing between the rolls.

ᆷγࢺԾ݂ᒥՎ
ᤁҮࣲᬋͯԡᢻᄉ
ᑞᏱǌ
Provides equal arm
movement and low
energy drain on truck
battery.

ॆԌክᡸܾௐὋ
ӬՓԺᆷγ᠍ྫྷ
ʿ૿ᖿǌណԯΦ
̅ᤈᛠᬩងறǌ
Check valve guarantees
the load is held in the
case of hose failure.
Test port enables easy
diagnostics.

ђᤳҮᜈᎵԺࠃ
ဗঋᤳǋᤋ፝ᄉ
ᣀǌ
Rotator drive train
ensures fast and
continuous rotation.

ڙᰳຝဖܑ˖˶ᑞ
γᓡݝᄉᏬᇛবὋ
ၸ᫁ὋՋ
ᰳ९ဖୱͺǌ
Resists wear in high
temperature
environments
for long seal life.
Suitable for high
cycle operations.

ᇛ૮ՐԵᭉڙᛪ᭦
ҪཛྷᏬᇛڰᏪᭉ
ఢ૰ஞ˓݂ǌ
Allows wear tile to have
hard surfacing added
instead of replacing
contact pad after wear.

ᶵؓᣚ㙩ᓝ
Pad Guard
ђ࠵݂ᇛ૮ǌ
Reduces wear on the pad.

ੀ䫟
Lifting Hooks

傢䗴ࡦؓᣚ
Protected Motor

Φ̅Սᜈǌ
Makes installation easy.

ᯰᎵ̅ಳᄉγએ˧ʽǌ
Motor protected below the frame.

сඍࣖര
Lower Mounting
Reinforcement

ࠅ䙕傧ࣞ㻻㖤
Rotator Drive Train
ᆷγঋᤳǋᤋ፝ᄉᣀǌ
Ensures fast and continuous rotation.

ଡᰳᏬၸবǌ
For added durability.

ؓᣚශ䱨ᇼሷ
Protective Barrier
ਥ䈹ᕅс䫟
Adjustable Lower Hook

࠹ړԺൢܰᦉఽྫྷᤈЙ
࡚ХЮᦉǌ
Rubber guard protects against
contamination.

ᆷγેᨈˀശೌጊࠚᤋଋǌ
Assures mounting hooks are tight on the carriage.
∅〃㓮ভ䜳㜳ᢴࡦж〃ᴶਾ䘸Ⲻᶵ
A Pad For Every Paper

㇗䐥ᐹ㖤ㆶ⌷
Clean Hose Routing

㿼䠄Վ䏀
Exceptional Visibility

䘔ᶵᕰᓜ儎
Heavy Duty Tie Bar

Φ̅፤એὋᤨጭԃ˖ᦉ
Ѣᓣᄉ᧘ᤨবǌ
For ease of maintenance and
excellent visibility through the clamp.

ԺዴэୂڠᤁԤࡎጭԃǌ
Facilities precise second tier roll
handling.

ஞͳयፆౝᑞܴࠃဗˏ݂ᒥ
߶̨ڙᜈʶྞ݂ᄉৰхʽ
ՋҦ̖ၶܷ݂ጊҦǌ
δ㔉ᶺཌᖘഖශਭуੂ㙂ᔸε
Unified structure allows two arms
to work together to handle the high
forces if only one pad is being used
(shapes vary by model).

ಕэ݂
Herringbone

ၸ݂ܷ̅ܲஜዜۋ
ᄉጭषǌ
For most common paper
types.

్ࣛᩑᤴ݂
Ribbed Herringbone

ᆴӐѲᳫᓣൂᑚ݂ۘ
RXH Rubber

ၸ̅ᭉ᜵ܘҪҦᄉ ၸ̅ளጭὋ๔࣊ጭὋ
ࢹхúúΒྥݟᄔጭὋ
ႆઐӾ҄ጭὋᰳጞԊ
ᮔӾጭὋᆂᒖጭὋ๔࣊ ጭὋݚᄣጭ๔ᚒጭὋᘘ
ጭὋӦᤨጭෳጭǌလၔጭෳጭὋᄆᓣӾ
For papers that need more
҄ጭǌ
friction-kraft, preprint, gypsum For newsprint, coated/
board, liner board-coated, and magazine, super-calendared
glassine/greaseproof.
SC, milk carton/waxed,
glassine/greaseproof, and
white printing papers.

ᛂಞጊڌयᐐතᦲ݂
Bolt-On UDP

ᛂಞጊڌयൂᑚ݂ۘ
Bolt-On Rubber

ಕэ݂ᣃবጭ˃ၸὈ
Herringbone(Tissue)

ၸ̅ளጭὋᨶྟጭ
͉ʹᭉ᜵ܷܘҦ
̾ଡΘᡛܴᄉ݂ጊҦᄉ
ࢹхǌᐐතᦲ݂ଡ
ΘԺԌ᎕ᄉᰳᛪ᭦Ὀ
For newsprint, coated stock
or any paper requiring
increased friction to apply
adequate clamp force(UDP
provides a compressible high
friction surface).

ၸ͉̅ʹᭉ᜵ܘҪ
Ҧ̾ђ࠵ॸ᜵ᄉ݂ጊ
ҦᄉࢹхǌᆴӐѲ
ᳫᓣൂᑚ݂ۘᛪ᭦
Џᄉ݂˶ၸǌ
For any paper requiring
increased friction to reduce
necessary clamp force. RXH
or smooth rubber available.

͕ᡔᄉᛪ᭦Ὃ̅
ୂᤁᣃবጭጭԃǌܲሗ
͕Ӑᄉ्݂ܰၸ̅
ୂᤁʿՎࠚऎᄉᣃবጭǌ
Excellent friction with grabbing
tissue. Multiple pad shapes
optimized for different tissue
densities.

